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A nunrerical lifting line method for the determination of
the boundary corcections that haue to be applied to the

nreasurements of lifl and induced drag on a 'wzng tested

dn a to'uing l,ank or wind tunnel is presented. The method
zs an ertension of the numerical lifting line method for
hzgh-speed free-surf ace and/ or groun d effect presented re-
cently by the same author. As in this original method,
the circulation distribution is erpressed in lerms of a

Fourier sine series and no approrimations are introduced
t o ltn earize the lzfting line equations. Results from the
nunlerical lifting line method and approrimate linearized
anulyltcal solutions are compared fo, the practical case

of a rectangular u'ing at a small angle of attack. It xs

sho'LLt'tL, fo, this specific case, that the required correct'ions

for ItfI o"re of the order of 10% if the model wzng span is
altotLt 0.8 ttmes the 'width of the wtnd tunnel oT. towing
tank, but that the side walls haue negligible effect on the
tnduc ed drag .

Introduction

Recently Thiart 1 presented a numerical lifting line
nrethod for the computation of lift and induced drag
of a wing in the proximity of a ground and/or free sur-
face. The method can be used to compute towing tank
corrections to measured data of lift and induced drag
orl a hydrofoil at high speed (high Froude number), if
the clearances between the hydrofoil tips and the towing
tank side walls are large. The objectives in this paper
were to extend the method to also take into account the
effect of the side walls, and to further extend the method
so that it can also be used to compute wind tunnel cor-
re c. t,rons .

Approximations such as the lumped-vortex models
used in aerodynarnics2 are usually employed to estimate
t,he boundary effects, see for example Wadlin et al.3

in connection with towing tank corrections, and Pope
& Harpera in connection with wind tunnel corrections.
The ranges of applicability of these approximations are
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at best uncertain, especially for small values of wing
tip/side wall clearance. Furthermore, the corrections are
only valid for wings which have symmetrical plan forms.
The method presented here does not suffer fronr these
Iimitations.

Mathematical model

The general formulation presented by Thiartl for high-
speed free-surface and/or ground effect is still applicable
when the effect of side walls is added, and will therefore
not be explained again here. The only difference is in the
formulation for the computation of the component,s of
induced velocity, the downwash u,; and the "axialwash"
U,;.

Induced velocities for towing tank corrections
The expressions for the components of induced veloc-
ity at the lifting line representing a wing in combined
free-surface (depth of submergence d) and gl'ound effect
(height above ground surface h) derived b)' Thiartl can
be written as follows:
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where k = int[(7 + 4) 14), rn
I - int[(7 + I)12]- rn. These expressions represent the
influence of an infinite "vertical" array of lifting lines.

In order to also model side-wall effects, the influences
of the images of this vertical array of lifting lines in the
side walls have to be taken into account. This is achieved
by a doubly infinite array of lifting lines, as illustrated
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schematically in Figure 1 for the usual case where the
wing is placed symmetrically between the side walls. In
this figure / denotes the clearance between th: wing tips
and the side walls. Note that the wing itsetf need not
have a symmetrical planform: c(P" and ((S)) in the figure
indicate the port and starboard sides of the wing relative
to its centre line. According to this model, the resulting
"channel effect" induced velocities are

'ur (y,d,h,t) -
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H + *h)' +{, - i (s * 2t) -(-1)o

dr7
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drr

Induced velocities for wind tunnel corrections
The expressions for the components of induced velocity
at the lifting line representing a wing in combined free-
surface and ground effect, equations (1) and (2),can be
adapted as follows for the case where the free surface is
replaced by a rigid surface:

4(th * md)' + {, - f (s * 2t) -(-1 )o ,}'
The doubly infinite array of lifting lines for tunnel ef-

fect is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.

Numerical model

The numerical model developed by Thiartl for high-
speed free-surface and/or ground effect is still applicable
when the effect of side walls is added, and will therefore
not be repeated here. The only difference is the forrnu-
Iation of the "influence functions" Fu and F w which are
used to compute the induced velocities in the Fourier
space, i.e. in the expressions
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( 10)
For the towing tank situation, these influence func-

tions are derived from equations (3) and (4),resulting in
the followirg formulas:
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where m and / are as defined in the previous section. If
the influences of the side walls are added, the resulting
"tunnel effect" induced velocities are:

ut(y,d,h,t) =

lnro*md)'+{r- i(s+2t)
drt

(7)
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For the wind tunnel situation, the influence functions
are derived from equations (7) and (8), resulting in the
following formulas:

\)
+2tl')j
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Figure 1 Lifting line array for simulating towing tank boundaries
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Figure 2 Lifting line array for simulating wind tunnel boundaries
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combined free-surface and ground effect using a lurnped-
vortex system. This derivation can be extended t,o ac-
count also for the side walls of the towing tank or wind
tunnel. Thus the following expressions are obtained for
the towing tank situation:(th + ^d)
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orr
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The functions given by equations (11) to (14) need
only be evaluated for a finite number of images. It
has been found by numerical experimentation that the
number of "vertical" images required for accurate com-
putations can be taken as the nearest integer value
to 100/minldls, hltl, and the number of "horizontal"
images on either side as the nearest integer value to
100 lQ l')

Results

The proposed numerical method was validated by com-
paring computed results with those of the analytical ap-
proximations presented by Von Kdrm6n and Burgers.2
According to these approximations, the changes in lift
and induced drag, respectively, can be written as fol-
lows:

he

be

r2
+2tl')j

(18)

expressions valid for the wind tunnel
shown to be as follows:

1€wr: ry t I(-1)'
i=- oo j = 1

LCr 1

Cr rAn (15)

ACp; I l- (, 2 -,,\ 2 I-€
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The factors o and € are, respectively, the values of
the average downwash and axialwash, nondimensional-
ized with respect to the onflow velocity IJ , induced at
the lifting line by the image or images of the horseshoe
vortex or vortices representing the wing (An denotes the
aspect ratio, and Ci and CL, respectively, the sectional
aud overall lift curve slopes of the wing/hydrofoil). Ex-
p ressions for these factors were derived by Thiart 1 for

The factor P in equations (I7) to (20) denotes the
non-dimensional separation distance between the trailing
vortices of the lumped vortex on each lifting line, &rd is
determined as explained by Thiart.l

The FoRTRnu 77 computer program for ground ef-
fect and/or free-surface effect, written and desc ribed
by Thiart,l was extended to incorporate the nunrelic al
model described in the previous section. The trvo nreth-
ods (numerical and analytical) were used to compute the
lift and induced-drag corrections predicted for a rving
with circular arc cross-sections with maximum camber
equal to 4.375% of chord length. For such cross-sections
the zero-lift angle and the sectional lift curve slope pre-
dicted by thin airfoil theory are equal to -50 ancl 2ir,
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respectively. The computations were perforrned for the
wing at its design angle of attack, i.e. 0o.

The Iift and drag corrections computed lor the wing
placed at half the depth/height of the towing tank/wind
tunnel are presented in Figures 3 and 4, respectively, &s

function of tip clearance and for the case where the total
d.pthlheight is equal to one span width. For this situa-
tion the differences between the effects of the horizontal
boundaries predicted by the numerical and the analyt-
ical methods are close to zero, &s shown by Thiart.l It
is clear from these figures that, for large tip clearances,
the analytical results are quite close to the numerical
results; the analytical corrections can probably be used
r,vith confidence for tip clearances grater than 0.2 time
span width. For smaller tip clearances, it would proba-
bly be better to use the numerical method. Also evident
from the lift corrections presented in Figure 3 is that, for
tip clearances smaller than approximately 0.3, the effect
of the side wall effects is significant, i... greater than
about 5%. This is contrary to the assertion of Pope k
Harpera that side wall effects are negligible if the span
width of the wing is less than about 80% of wind tunnel
width.

It is usual to place a wing at approximately half the
height of the wind tunnel when doing wind tunnel tests.
For towing tank tests, however, it is usually the objec-
tive to determine the influence of submergence depth on
the lift and drag. For such tests the water depth must be

as much as possible, therefore the water depth is usually
kept constant at its maximum value while the depth of
submergence of the hydrofoil is varied. Computational
results for such a situation are presented in Figures 5 and
6 for two combinations of depth of submergence f total
depth. The large variation, especially in the lift correc-
tions as function of depth of submergence at constant
total depth, is evident from these figures.

Conclusion

A numerical lifting line method for the computation of
lift and induced-drag corrections in towing tank and
wind tunnel tests has been presented. It is to be noted
that computed results of the kind presented in this pa,per

can be used directly for the determination of wind Lun-
nel corrections, but for towi.rg tank applications a double
correction is necessary: one to "remove" the effect of all
boundaries and another to "add" the free-surface effect,
i.e. a computation with bottom and side walls at infinity.
This procedure will be utilized in work that is currently
in progress at the D.partment to determine the hydrody-
namic characteristics of hydrofoils as a function of their
shape and depth of submergence.
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